LEGAL NOTICE
In order to fulfil the Law 34/ 2002 of July 11, with respect to information society services
and e-commerce, the company’s identifying details are listed below.
Holder: MORTE, SA
Adresss: C/Bernat Metge, 25 08205 - Sabadell
email: info@morte.es
Telephone: · +34 93 710 89 51
Fax. +34 93 710 56 99

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
All content, including text, images, sound recordings and other content are owned by
MORTE, SA who reserves all exploitation rights.
Therefore, reproduction, copying, distribution or transfer all or part of the contents of this
website without owner's express written consent is forbidden.

RESPONSIBILITY CONTENT AND LINKS
MORTE, SA accepts no liability for any infringements which may be incurred by users or
for damages caused by the use of this website and reserves the right to update and
amend the information without notice.
MORTE, SA accepts no liabiyty for links' content, accuracy and / or errors which can be
accessed through our website The sole purpose of links is to provide users with access to
information which may be of interest.

PRIVACY POLICY
In accordance with the precepts in Constitutional Law 15/1999 for the Protection of
Personal Information, MORTE, SA wishes to inform its web site's 's users of the following:
The information MORTE, SA receives within its different services is processed with
maximum confidentiality and security, and will be incorporated into an automated file of
whose creation the Data Protection Agency duly informed.
Moreover, said information is used exclusively by MORTE, SA for purposes related to each
product and service, and commercial relationship with its clients, and will not be
communicated to third parties unless MORTE, SA is required to do so by authorities or it is
public information.
Interested parties may exercise their rights of access, rectification, supression, portability,
and opposition or limitation of data processing against MORTE, SA by contacting MORTE,
SA, who is responsible for the file, to this effect, at the following address: MORTE, SA, C/
Bernat Metge, 25 08205 - Sabadell, by mail at info@morte.es or by fax at number +34 93
710 56 99 with a signed written document, providing a photocopy of the interested DNI or
party’s passport.

MORTE, SA will keep the personal information it has collected and will adopt the
necessary measures in order to avoid its alteration, loss, processing or unauthorized
access. MORTE, SA will fulfil this obligation in agreement with what is established in
applicable regulations (General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679 EU and further
dispositions).

COOKIES POLICY.
What are cookies?
A cookie is a file than is downloaded to your computer when accessing certain websites.
Cookies enable a website, among other things, to store and retrieve information about a
user's browsing habits or your computer, and depending contain information and how it is
used, can be used to recognize user and ease navigation and use on the website.

